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A determination of the relationship between the nth odd fibbinary numbers and the Golden
Ratio has recently been proven. Specifically, if the jth odd fibbinary is the nth odd fibbinary
number, then j = bn(Φ + 2) − 1c. This note documents a completion of the relationship for the
even fibbinary numbers, such that if the jth even fibbinary is the nth even fibbinary number, then
j = b(n(φ + 1) + φc.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

For an introduction to the topic, please reference [1], [2] and [3].

II.

VERIFICATON FOR ODD AND EVEN FIBBINARY NUMBERS

The following tables list the fibbinary related elements, up to N=100 for odd (n=38) and N=98 even fibbinary
numbers (n=62).
Fig. 1 shows the related elements of the odd fibbinaries. Please note that prime N are highlighted in red.
Fig. 2 shows the related elements of the even fibbinaries. Please note that prime N are highlighted in red.

III.

CONCLUSION

While the proof of the even fibbinary numbers sequence is not yet formulated in this quick note, the symmetry
of the pattern compared to the odd fibbinary numbers combined with the confirmation for n to several million is
reassuring.
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FIG. 1: Comprehensive list of odd fibbinary related elements
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FIG. 2: Comprehensive list of even fibbinary related elements

